VELOTOUR THERAPY CLUB 40/70 APOSTOLOS-TOURS.COM
GREECE 2018
We have been a travel agent, since 1985, that is involved in incoming tour. We offer excursions
of mass tourism, group holidays, visits to archaelogical sites and biking tours.
We have matured and remain in the same direction, but now we are interested in small groups
which are interesed in biking tours and camping.
For our programs we accept from 1 person to 15 with the respective charge.
We don’t participate in races every day, the maximum number of kilometres a day is 35-40 with
the support of a car of course.
Our mindset are picturesque routes, tasty food, good wine and romance. These are offered here
in Greece because of the great climate. Therefore you can choose between selected routes in
Pelloponisos, Sterea Ellada and Ipiro and and a variety of museums and archaeological sites.
You now have the chance to see our programs and their cost.
Whatever is not mentioned is not included in the price.
There must be mutual understanding in all the activities (for example if we want to visit an
archaeological site and someone doesn’t agree, we will follow what the majority of the
participants is willing to do without being unfair to the others.
A unique characteristic of all our programs is the route. There will be routes with different
colours --asas------------------------------ according to their level of difficulty, that is
Jump Jump down
Level
difficult, medium, and
enjoyable respectively.
The price for a team above 4 members is 650€ per person in a double bed room`
The price includs
Hotel 3* +2* with breakfast for the double bed room
The bicycle ( with GPS or maps)
The car which will be used during the tour
The transfer from and to the airport
1 PERSON 1 BED 1000€
2 PEOPLE 2 BEDS 730€ PER PERSON
2 DOUBLE BEDS 4 PEOPLE 700€ PER PERSON
FOR A TEAM ABOVE 4, 650€ PER PERSON IN A DOUBLE BED ROOM
The arrival and the departure will be on the same day. Biking tour 7 nights 8 days
In the biking tours aome pic nics will also take place after discussion.
Those who wish to extend their holidays in Athens or in a nearby island should report it in
advance
Recommended islands with good prices and hotels are:
Andros in appartments or hotels in the town. Andros is near Athens
Siros, an island with beautiful hotels of all ranges
Mikonos -Paros –Naxos-Santorini. Transport with Highspeed-SeaJet.
For all the above we require a notice in advance.
I can in all programs be changes for DIFFERENT REASONS always for a better country
Can come FAMILY group
Can come Couples Ηoneymoon
Yu can to program a Cruise 3-4-7-days in Greece islands, or Second Week HONEY travel and a lot
Program
In all programs yu can to do 2 weekly 14 night 15 Days then order

Contact atu@apostolos-tours.com

Ancient Corinth

Asclipios

Mycenas

1 8 Days FIRST PROGRAM PELOPONNISOS ARGOLIDA

1 Saturday: arrival at the airport and departure to Ancient Korinthos and the hotel. Free time to get toknow
each other and meal in a small tavern. End of day.
2 Sunday:we board the mini van and set off to Nemea, with some stops for photos. The road is full of
vineyards and olive trees. We will visit the archaeological site and we will head towards Mikines and
ancient Tirintha and will stop at Nauplio in our hotel. Our total cycling distance today is
approximately50 kilometres

3 Monday after breakfast we start our tour by bikes through the old motorway till Then we will head to
Ancient Epidavros, through a green route full of pines and olive trees. There will be some uphills and
downhills and we will make some stops to take photos. The route is panoramic with a view to the Saronic gulf
and in the afternoon we’ll reach the beautiful and green town, Ancient Epidavros with the forest full of orange
trees. We will check in to our hotel. Route 40 km. --------------4 Tuesday: after breakfast we set off to the island of Poros along with some stops. Panoramic view,
comfortable journey through several villages till Galata, a small town opposite the island of Poros. We cros
the sea on a ferry and we have a stroll on the beach on foot or by bike. I is a beautiful place with a lot of
taverns, ouzo and traditional dishes. We return to our hotel and have some rest. Route: 35 km. --------------5 Wednesday: after breakfast we set off to Ermioni and porto Heli, through a beautiful route along the sea
with several stops. A relaxing day and at night dinner in a tavern by the sea with wine and local dishes. Return
to our hotel. Route : 56 km. --------------6 Thursday: after breakfast we set off to Tolo, a route with a few ascends and a green field. We will stop by
the sea in small farm villages and in the afternoon we will reach a tourist town, named Tolo. Route: 75 km .
--asas-----------------------------Jump Jump down
Level
7 Friday: After breakfast we set off. Today we have a few kilometres to cover in order to reach
Nauplio , former capital of Greece with a great castle named Palamidi and the famous 999 steps. Chance to
take photos and a visit to the castle. Finally a visit to ancient Tirintha and Mikines. Return to Athens. End of
trip.BIKE 45 KM
The overall kilometres are around 350. By bike they are a little less. --------------8 Saturday: departure day (If you wish you can extend your holidays and depart whenever you want. Our
office can make a reservation for the additional days wherever you wish. In this case the transfer from the
hotel to the airport is not included.
In programs 1+2+3+4 the arrival can be made through the airport of Kalamata or th airport of Araxos in
Patras or even the port of Patras.
The programs will be conducted with the participation of people in different prices.
Groups of 8 People: The participation fee for a group in the programs of Peloponisos is 670€ per person in a
double bed room including breakfast .The transfer from and to the airport, the mini van, the luggage and the
bikes are included.
Islands near Athens which you can visit are: Andros, Siros, Mikonos, Naxos, Paros and Santorini
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Arriving 31/03/18--07/04/18 --- 07/04/18--14/04/18 --- 14/04/18--21/04/18-- 21/04/18—28/04/18

28/04/18 –05/05/18 --05/05/18--12/05/18 --12/05/18--19/05/18 --19/05/18--26/05/18--26/05/18-02/06//18
1

FIRST PROGRAM PELOPONNISOS ARGOLIDA

8 Days VELOTOUR THERAPY CLUB 45/70APOSTOLOS GREECE 2018

6 DELFOI METEORA ARTA SMAL VILLAGES TZOUMERKA IPIROS ATHENS

16/06/18—23/06/18

1 Saturday: arrival at the airport and departure by mini van to Athens The day today has been a little tiring. Arrival at
the hotel and free time to meet each other. We will eat in a tavern. End of day.
2 Sunday: departure day to Delfoi we will visit the archaelogical sites and the museum. After the visit we set off to
Kalabaka through a traditional route, and will reach Thermopiles and the statue of Leonidas the king of Sparta. We’ll
end our visit and set off to Kalabaka. Arrival at the hotel. End of day.
3 Monday: we set off on our bikes to the monasteries where everyone will be free to visit the monastery that he likes.
There will be enough fee time for the visit. We then set off to our hotel. End of day.
4 Tuesday: after breakfast we set off through the old national motorway to Pertouli. We will cycle through a
mountainous route full of firs and small villages. After some stops we will ascend the mountain in an altitude of 1000
metres, on mountain Kazaka. Arrival at the hotel. End of day.
5 Wednesday: after breakfast we set off through the old national motorway to the beautiful village of Mesohori and
after crossing some villages we go down to the slope of mountain Kazaka in the region of Ipiros with some beautiful
stone gracious houses. Arrival at the hotel. End of day.
6 Thursday: after breakfast we set off to the beautiful small city of Arta. The route is nice, without a lot of problems,
surrounded by nature. Arrival at the hotel. End of day.
7 Friday: after breakfast we set off on our bikes, to visit the ancient museum, the Byzantine temple of Agia Theodora
and the famous stone bridge. We put our bikes in the van and return to Athens. Arrival at the hotel. End of day.
8 Saturday: departure day (If you wish to extend your holidays and depart on another date, you will be able to do so.
Our office can make a reservation for the additional days. In this case the transfer from the hotel to the airport is not
included).
Island near Athens which we advise you to visit: Andros, Siros, Mikonos, Naxos, Paros, Santorini.
In the program of Ipiros – Arta –Ioannina, if we are not able to reach Delphi the overnight of Kalabaka will take place
somewhere else, either during our journey through the major cities or in a beautiful village of the region.
A distinctive characteristic of each program is the route. On a daily basis, there will be lines of different colors, mainly ------------------------------------ which show that the road is hard, quite hard and very enjoyable respectively.
The price for a team over 4 people is 750€ per person in a double bed room.
The price includes: the hotel and houses of farm tourism 3* +2* with breakfast in a double bed room, the bike (with
GPS or MAPS), the car that we’ll use during our journey and the transfer from and to the airport.

1 PERSON ONE BED ROOM 1300€
2 PEOPLE DOUBLE BED ROOM 1500€

FIXING-BEAUTY-GREEN-ROUTES-ROMANTICISM-FLAVORS-AREA OF IPIROS IPIROS ARTA 18 TZOUMERKA18 VILLAGES

6 DELFOI METEORA ARTA SMAL18 VILLAGES TZOUMERKA IPIROS ATHENS
Meteora Greece
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Villages kalarites

FIXING-BEAUTY-GREEN-ROUTES-ROMANTICISM-FLAVORS-AREA OF IPIROS
IPIROS ARTA 18 TZOUMERKA18 VILLAGES 16/06/18---30/06/18
14 days VELOTOUR THERAPY CLUB 45/70APOSTOLOS GREECE 2018
6 DELFOI METEORA ARTA SMAL18 VILLAGES TZOUMERKA IPIROS ATHENS
1 Saturday: arrival at the airport and departure by mini van to Athens The day today has been a little tiring.
Arrival at the hotel and free time to meet each other. We will eat in a tavern. End of day.
2 Sunday: departure day to Delphi we will visit the archaelogical sites and the museum. After the visit we
set off to Kalabaka through a traditional route, and will reach Thermopiles and the statue of Leonidas the
king of Sparta. We’ll end our visit and set off to Kalabaka. Arrival at the hotel. End of day.
3 Monday: we set off on our bikes to the Monasteries where everyone will be free to visit the monastery that
he likes. There will be enough fee time for the visit. We then set off to our hotel. End of day. --------------25kl
4 Tuesday: after breakfast we set off through the old national motorway to Pertouli. We will cycle through a
mountainous route full of firs and small villages. After some stops we will ascend the mountain in an altitude
of 1000 metres, on mountain Kazaka. Arrival at the hotel. End of day. -------------------------- 45kl

5 Wednesday: after breakfast we set off through the old national motorway to the beautiful village
NERAIDOCHORI of KALARITES and after crossing some villages we go down to the slope of mountain
Kazaka in the region of Ipiros with some beautiful stone gracious houses. Arrival at the hotel. End of day.
6 Thursday: after breakfast we set off to the beautiful small Villach KALARITES SIRAKO. --------------35kl
7 Friday: after breakfast we set off on our bikes, to visit Villach CHRISTI –MONASTIRI-AGNANTA
8 Saturday: departure day AGNANTA-SGORA-MIKROSPILIA-RODAVGI --------------- 39 kl
9 Sunday: after breakfast departure to Villach KORFOVOUNI- GREMENITSA- ARTA --------------- 28kl
10 Monday: after breakfast free day to city Arta the ancient museum, the Byzantine temple of Agia Theodora
and the famous stone bridge,Castl on de city Arrival at the hotel. End of day. -----------11 Tuesday: after breakfast departure day for Villach KALAMA-LOUROS-FLAMPOURA-END
NIKOPOLI VIZANTINE CASTLE arrival city Preveza at the hotel. End of day. . ------------ 45kl
the ancient museum, the Byzantine temple of Agia Theodora and the famous stone bridge. We put our bikes in
the van and return to Athens. Arrival at the hotel. End of day.
12Wednesday: after breakfast departure day for Villach and Islands LEFKADA Arrival at the hotel. End of
day. . -----------13 Thursday: after breakfast walk visite to center city and departure with Van return to Athens. Arrival at the
hotel. End of day. 14 Friday free day to Athens city--15 Saturday: departure day
In the program of Ipiros – Arta –Ioannina, if we are not able to reach Delphi, the overnight of Kalabaka will
take place somewhere else, either during our journey through the major cities or in a beautiful village of the
region.
A distinctive characteristic of each program is the route. On a daily basis, there will be lines of different colors,
mainly ------------------------------------- which show that the road is hard, quite hard and very enjoyable
respectively.
The price for a team over 4 people is 1250€ per person in a double bed room.
The price includes: the hotel and houses of farm tourism 3* +2* with Old stone houses breakfast in a
double bed room, the bike (with GPS or MAPS), the car that we’ll use during our journey and the
transfer from and to the airport.
1 PERSON ONE BED ROOM 1700€
2 PEOPLE DOUBLE BED ROOM 3000€

Arrival and departure They can And from airports Radius(preveza) and corfiot
Zachorochoria Tzoumerka apart Part With a good idea With dims and turns

Contact atu@apostolos-tours.com web site www.apostolos-tours.com
For information and Holding if you are grup or Club and would youlike to Do test Her route
Happywe are Primary
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Apostolos papanikos

